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Four Novels o:f Vicente Blasco Ibanez
I. Some standards are necessary to criticize an author's works.
A. Put yourself in the author's place.

B. Remember that the purpose o:f art is to give pleasure.

C. Read the critics• works, but make your own decisions.
I 'l..o

II. The novels of Blasco Ibanez are of three types:
propagandistic, and war.

regional,

A. La barraca (The Cabin) is a regional novel.
I "'"'
1. Blasco Ibanez
was reared in the region of the
Valencian hµerta, which gave him intimate knowledge of it.

2. La barraoa has a unity of purpose not round in

some o:f his other works.

a. The theme is the injustice of the peasants,
caused by superstition and ignorance, toward
a newcomer, who represents new ideals and
the breaking down of old traditions.
b. This theme is carried out swiftly and clearly.

3. Blasco

I

Iba~ez

of Zola.

belongs to the Naturalistic school

a. He has these aspects of Naturalism.

(1). He is a painter of words.
(2).He presents his emotions through images.

( 3). His

slice of li:fe 11 is seen through.
his own vigorous personality.
11

b. There are illustrations of Naturalism in
La barraca.
( l). The awakening of the ;Q.y,~:r_:f!! is a

portrait in words.
-ii-

(2). He presents the pitiful figure of
Pepe ta.

(3). The picture of the ruined barraca
is given with intense realism.
I

4.

Blasco Ibanez decends to sordid realism in the
murder of Don Salvador.

5.

The critics differ in regard to his characters.
a. Romera-Navarro finds him a creater of types.
b. Keniston finds that he lacks talent in
character analysis.
c. Cowper and Lister say his characters are
well-studied.
d. Romera-Navarro also finds him better in
mass than in individual psychology.

6. Many critics agree that La barraca is his finest
work.
B. La catedral (The Shadow of the Cathedral) is an example
of the propagandistic or social type.
I

1. It is in a sense autobiographical because Iba;.{ez

himself was imprisoned, exiled, and finally
pardoned.
2. What is the purpose of La catedral?
I

a. Ibanez himself called it a reswn~ of the
moral miseries of the century.
b. The misery is the Catholic Church as the
enemy of progress and freedom.

3. What are the critics' attitudes toward this
propaganda?

a. Balseiro denounces it, denouncing also the
author for attempting to write it.
b. Keniston finds too much propaganda.

c. Romera-Navarro finds the long harangues
fatiguing.

d. Howells believes the history to be the heart
of the book.
-iii-

e. Cowper and Lister believe it worthwhile as
a literary and political document.

- 4.

His portrayal of the cathedral and its inhabitants
is the most .power.ful in the book.
a. The characters are realistic, .from the cardinal
to the cobbler.
b. The description of the cathedral might serve
as a tourist 1·s guidebook.

5.

The artistry of the book is so colored by propaganda
that its worth as a work of art is lessened.

C. The third type is the war novel.
l. Los cuatro jinetes del Apocalipsis (The Four Horsemen o.f the ApocalyPse) tells the story of World
War I as seen from land.
a. The reflection of other phases of Blasco
Ibanez's life is found in Los cuatro jinetes.

(1). He traveled in Argentina and other
South American countries.

(2). He established two colonies in Argentina, which gave him an opportunity
to know ranch life.

(3). When World War

I broke out, he returned
to Europe and made himself useful to
the Allies.

b. His purpose is to portray the destructiveness
and terrors which accompany war, represented
in the four horsemen of John's vision: Plague,
War, Hunger, and Death.
c. What is the purpose of the Argentine picture,
which has nothing to do with the war?

(1). According to de Onfs, only an intuitive
divination could permit him to sketch
in the limited framework of his characters the sentiments and spiritual
forces which the war was going to
awaken.

(2). Balseiro suggests that he had started

the .first of a series of South American
-iv-

novels, and then changed it in the
middle to include the war.

(3).

No conclusion can be reached concerning his purpose.

d. The main characters are weak.
(1).

Julio, the hero, is a dissolute young
man following the gay Parisian life.

(2).

Marguerite, his married mistress, is
interested in rich clothes and in
her lover.

(3).

Such a complete transformation of
these two should have been prepared.

e. Some of the minor characters are sketched
with startling clarity.
(1).

Argensola, the poor hanger-on, is
drawn very well.

(2).

Madariaga, the South American Centaur,
is the best in the entire book.

f. His epic description is the real appeal of
the book, as in his brilliant and powerful
description of the battle of the Marne.
g. He shows examples of touching simplicity
and pathos.
(1).

One is in the church scene in which
the two sisters, side by side, are
praying for conflicting causes.

(2).

The most poignant is that of Julio's
father and mother at his grave.

'~
h. Blasco Ibanez
gives hope for the future as
Chich! turns from the grave of her dead
brother to the thought of her unborn child.

2. Mare Nostrum is a war book showing the conflict
upon the ~eas.
a. His purpose is to portray the war as it (and
the Germ.an U-Boats) affect Mare Nostrum, the
ship, and Mare Nostrum, the sea.

-v-

b. The author has been condemned for lack of a
well-constructed plot.

(1). Goldberg accuses him of a tendency
to spin out yarns.
(2). Keniston finds too much ocean lore.
(c). Balseiro charges him with an accumulation of too much data, such as a
forty page dissertation on the fish
of the aquarium in Naples, and with
not recognizing what is vital to the
book.

c. An

extre~ely

vulgar episode {of sixty pages)
by the critics is the ~ erotico
of Ferragut and Freya.

un.~entioned

d. Great beauty of description is found in his
history of Mare Nostrum, told by the uncle.
e. The main characters are vigorous.

(1). Ferragut has a dominating personality
except when dominated in turn by Freya.

(2). Freya, the German spy, is erratic,

violent, voluptuous, and sometimes
resembles the cannibalistic fish of
the aquarium or the octopus with its
enveloping arms.

f. The closing scene, in which Farragut perishes
in the sea, is written with the dramatic
intensity, simplicity and beauty of a master.
~III. Blasco Ibanez
called himself' an in1pressionist--one who saw
works of art instantaneously, accepting or rejecting them
as quickly.

IV. Although he frequentiy,takes the attitude of historian and
of moralist, Blasco Ibanez's works often give the true
pleasure of a work of art.

-vi-

/
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FOUR NOVELS OF VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ
nHow, O Wise Man, may I be capable of criticizing this man's works?"
The Wise Man answered, 11 To do so, my son, you
must put yourself in the author's place. You must
have some knowledge of that tract of life from which
a creative writer starts. Remember, too, my son,
that the purpose of true art is to give pleasure by
showing you. If the writer does less, he merely tells
you; if more, he seeks to persuade you. Go now and
search for yourself. Read the critics' works, too,
but always, in the end, make your own decisions."

'--v
The novels of Vicente Blasco Ibanez,
native of the district of Valencia, Spain, arbitrarily have been classified by
Isaac Goldberg into three types:

the regional type, the propa-

gandistic type, and the war books, which are in essence of the
propagandistic type.l

The four novels which I have selected

are representative of these types.
La barraca (The Cabin), written in 1898, is the bestknown of his regional novels.
Valencia,

11 • • •

It is a tale of the huerta of

una regi6n espfillola agraciada con los m~s pre-

"

ciosos dones naturales y trabajada por las mas hondas conturba,

ciones historicas. n

2

·"r

'

I ,,.,_

Vicente Blasco Ibanez is a product of

1 11 The Revealer of Spain," Literary Digest, Vol. 60
(February 15, 1919), pp. 30-31.

~Federico de on!s, (ed.), "Life and Works of 1Vicente
Blasco Ibanez," in La batalla del Marne, by Bl as co Ibanez (New
York: D. c. Heath and Co., 1920), p. v.
*This and all following quotations in Spanish are
translated in the Appendix.

-2-

this region of prodigious fertility, this land of passion and
light.3
/

.._

Blasco Ibanez has a unity of purpose in La barraca
which I did not find in the other novels I read.

Romera-Navarro

states his predominating theme as the spectacle of the struggle
for life.4

Again, he says that in it we find "the cold, rapid

narration of the injustice of men. 11 .5

This is true, but I think

it fair to consider an essential point:

That this injustice is

caused by the ignorance and superstitions of these Valencian
peasants, that it is caused by their refusal to accept new ideas,
new methods, or different people than their own.
theme and he does not desert it.
his stick-to-it-iveness here.

This is his

All of the critics concur in

Romera-Navarro states that it

(and the other Valencian novels) progress without pause, directly
and fatally toward the conclusion or the unraveling. 6

Goldberg

declares:
Here are no pages of padding, no inartistic projection of purpose through plan, no shifting of interest,
no excessive agglomeration of detail, no jerking of
manikins. Here is thesis subordinated to--or better
still, fused with--art; here is atmosphere, insigh1,
power, proportion. Here is the real Blasco Ibhnez
La barraca has evidences of Naturalism in it.

According

3de

ord.s, .2£·

4M.

Romera-Navarro, Historia de la literatura esEanola
c. Heath & Co., 1928), p. 656.

(New York: D.

5rbid.,

p.

cit., p. v.

65.5.

6Idem.
7rsaac Goldberg, 11 Vicente Blasco Ib~nez, 11 Q!&, Vol.
(November 16, 1918), p. 416.

65

-3J ....

to Cowper and Lister, Blasco Ibanez recognized Zola as his master
in this field.a

11

He is a painter in words • • • ; he presents

his emotions through images, as did Hugo and Zola.

The 'slice

of life' was always seen through the vigorous personality of
the author. 11 9

Naturalism is to be found in his description of

the Valencian countryside and its people.

His pictures of the

countryside are clear and realistic in the extreme.

Goldberg

states that he is at his best in scenes demanding epic description, so that we are overwhelmed with the sense of actuality. 10
To my mind, the opening page

of La barraca, in which

he gives us the setting, vivid, clear-cut, and naturalistic, is
one of the best in the entire book: 11
The vast plain stretched out under the blue
splendour of dawn, a broad sash of light which appeared
in the direction of the sea.
The last nightingales, tired of animating with
their songs this autumn night, which seemed like spring
in the balminess of its atmosphere, poured forth their
final warble, as if the light of dawn wounded them with
its steely reflections.
Flocks of sparrows arose like crowds of pursued
urchins from the thatched roofs of the farmhouses, and
the tips of the trees trembled at the first assault of
these gamins of the air, who stirred up everything with
the flurry of their feathers.
away:

The sounds which fill the night had gradually died
the babbling of the canals, the murmur of the
8Fredericl{ Augustus Grant Cowper and John

Thom~s Lister

(eds.), Introduction to Los muertos mandan, by Blasco Ibanez (New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1934); p. xviii.

9~., p. xviii.
lOGoldberg, .2£• .£!..:!?_., p.
11

,

415.

Vicente Blasco Ibanez, The Cabin (La barraca), trans.
Snow and Mekota (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1919), pp. ll-12.

-4cane plantations, the bark of the watchful dog.
The huerta was aV1aking. • • •
Then he gives us Pepeta, wife of Pimento, the neighborhood bully, "a. courageous creature, and despite her pale flesh,
wasted by anaemia while still in full youth, the
working woman in the entire huerta." 12

~ost

hard-

Pepeta, with nher eyes,

clear, guileless, .and timid as a virgin's, which alone revealed
her real age.

Her body • • • a mere skeleton, and her reddish hair,

the colour of a tender ear of corn, was streaked with grey though
as yet she had not reached her thirtieth year." 13
We see the ruined barre.ca surrounded by ten years'
growth of nettles and parasitic plants, inhabited by all manner

ot loathsome vermin. 1 4
He sometimes descends to sordid realism.

Old Barret

cut off the head of his former landlord, Don Salvador, and we
see the gruesome details:

the blood spurting, the head hanging

by a bit of flesh, the blood darkening the waters of the canal
into which the body fell. 1 5

Blasco Ibanez is fond of such sen-

sational realism.
The critics do not agree regarding the characters Blasco
,_
16
Ibanez portrays. Romera-Navarro calls him a creater of types.
Goldberg says that nalthough it has been objected that the
12 Blaaco Ib~nez, .2.E.· .Q.!1., p. 15.

13 Ibid., p.

24.

l4rbid., p. 26.
l5Ibid., P• 62.
16Romera-Navarro, .2.E.•

.£.!!.,

p. 652.

-5persons of The Cabin are types, yet there is such a throbbing
intensity in their presentation, that we forget, as we read,
to inquire into the matter. 111 7

The characters are indeed types.

Batiste, who comes with his family to wrest a living from the
overgrown fields of the barraca, represents new ideas and new
methods, as well as work itself, in contrast to the lazy bully
I

Pimento, who represents the ignorance, superstition and cruelty
of the peasants of the huerta.

Yet, as Goldberg has stated,

they are pictured so vividly and realistically, with such individuality, that the reader forgets that they are also types.
, "'
Another critic says Blasco Ibanez•s
talent does not lie
in the field of character analysis. 18

Cowper and Lister take a

conflicting view in their opinion that the characters of La
barraca are well-studied. 19

I agree with the latter criticism.

Even some of the secondary characters are well-studied and completely unforgettable.

There is Don Salvador, the old Jewish

usurer, at whom the dogs howled from a distance when they saw
. 20
h J.iil.
The encounter between him and his former tenant, Barret,
whom the old usurer had turned out of his home after pretending
to be his best friend, is revealing:
He fPon Salvador) thought he must have been dreaming, his teeth chattered, his face turned green, and
17Goldberg, .2£· ~., p. J.µ.6.

18
I
Hayward Keniston, 11 Ibanez, 11
(November 26, 1919), book sup. p. 13.

~Republic,

l9cowper and Lister, .2£• cit., p. xi.
20 Blasco

Ib~nez, .2.E.• ..£..!!., p.

40.

Vol. 20

-6his cape fell off, revealing his old overcoat and
dirty handkerchiefs rolled around his neck.
"Barret! My son1 11 • • • in a broken voice.
The whole thing has been a joke • • • • You may
stay on your land. • •we will talk things over;
you shall pay me whenever you wish. 11 21
11

Batiste, the newcomer, is a man of action.
his work will make him welcome.

He believes

When it does not, he seeks to

maintain peace by avoiding contact with the others. 22

Defeated

in the end, but still essentially unbeaten as long as he can
still work, he recalls the words of the kind old shepherd, who
warned him against trying to buck the superstitions of the
huerta:

11

Believe me, my son. • • they

misfortune.n 2 3

~he

landsj will bring you

Batiste could not understand such superstition.

, ....

Romera-Navarro finds Blasco Ibanez wiser in mass than
individual psychology. 2 4 I find myself stopping short of complete agreement with the critic in this instance.

Yet some

episodes show the collective soul of the huerta with astounding
clarity.

Roseta, young daughter of Batiste, went peacefully to

the fountain for water.

Taunted by the girls who repeat the

vicious gossip of the huerta that her father is a thief or worse,
she attempts to de.fend herself.

11

Without any spoken agreement,

as if all the hatred of their families surged up in them at a
bound, all threw themselves on the daughter of Batiste. 112 5
/

21Blasco Ibanez, .2.£·

.£!.1.,

pp.

60-61.

22!!?..!.£., P• 154.

2 3Ibid., p. 81.

24Romera-Navarro, .2.E.•

25 Blasco

/ .....

.211·'

p. 656.

Ibanez, .2.E.· cit., p. 153.

-7Another example of his insight into mass psychology
is in the death of Pascualet, small son of Batiste who fell ill
and died after being thrown into a canal by ruffian school boys.
uAll shared the responsibility of that death, but each one with
hypocritical egotism attributed to his neighbor the chief blame
for the bitter persecution whose consequences had fallen on the
little fellow's head, each gossiping
the deed. • • •

woma..~

blamed her enemy for

All the people of the neighborhood rose medi-

tating as to how they could approach and enter Batiste's house.
It was an examination of conscience, an explosion of repentance. • • • 1126 A brief birth of conscience, yes, but one which
began to die quickly after the burial of small Pascualet.

It

was a brief moment of repentance which interrupted but could
not blot out their superstituous hatred and cruelty.
I"'"

Blasco Ibanez•s regional novel of Valencia may be summed
up in the words of' Hayward Keniston:
merit. • • •

"It is first in artistic

Written with a somber intensity and a masterly

grasp of human passions, it marks the author's highest achieve27
.
ment in the presentation of' lif'e, 11
and the words of Cowper and
Lister:

11

The simplicity and pathos of' this book are really art. 1128

The next representative book is La catedral (The Shadow
of the Cathedral), of' the propagandistic type.

This novela social
/

""'
is, in a sense, autobiographical, f'or Blasco Ibanez
himself' had

the same ideas and many of' the same experiences which his central
26
/,,....,
Blasco Ibanez, 2£.•

~.,

p. 212.

27Keniston, .2.12• cit., book sup. p. 13.
28 cowper and Lister, .2£• _ill., p. xi.

-8character, Gabriel Luna, has.

'~
Blasco Ibanez
knew the ignominy

of political imprisonment as early as his eighteenth year. 29
11

He has pleaded his radical causes in person as well as in print,

has been exiled, pardoned, acclaimed leader of the Republican
party of his nation, and has represented it in the Cortes ••

. .nJO

Keniston speaks of the cause he supported in greater detail:
A com:nunistic socialist in his early work, he has
always belonged to the theoretical group, deprecating
violence and demonstrating by the outcome of his own
plots the futility of an immediate attempt to realize
his social dreams. His faith for the future is built
upon education, an education which will bri~ men to
a consciousness of their dignity and worth.JL
What is his purpose in writing La catedral? Balseiro
(

"-

tells us that Blasco Ibanez did not think of his novelas sociales
as novels, but as resUln~s of the moral miseries of the century.3 2
The moral misery which he chose to attaeJ{ in this novel is the
Catholic Church of Spain as an enemy of progi-•ess and freedom.
The story is of Gabriel Luna, destined to the service of the
Toledo Cathedral, who breaks away and studies the history of the
Spanish church before taking his orders.

Completely losing faith,

he becomes an advocate of scientific progress and a revolutionist,
and spends years wandering over Europe, in and out of prison,
pleading his cause.

Sick, wanting a spot where he may die in

peace, he returns to the refuge of the cathedral.
29Goldberg, OJ2.·

ill·,

The cathedral

P• J.µ.6.

30idem.

-

31Keniston, .2.E.• .£1:!., book sup. pp. 13-14.
32

_,
I
/
Jose A Balseiro, Blasco Ibanez Unamuno, Valle Inclan,
Baro a Cuatro individualistas de ~s affa tchapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 19 9 , p. 3 •

-9inhabitants, not knowing his views, welcome him with open arms.
He cannot 1ceep silent long, and soon converts his .followers to
his belief.

The rather ironical conclusion comes when he is

killed by his own .followers while defending the very thing in
which he does not believe--the riches in the shrine or one or
the church's madonnas.

,,

Blasco Ibanez has been denounced by many or his critics
.for his persistent use or propaganda and or his use of long
harangues to convey that propaganda throughout the book.
himself said of it:

11

He

Hay en ell a demasiada doctrina. 11 33

Balseiro goes much further than this:

.,,

,/

Mas ser ex~cto seria: demasiada pr9paganda.
Porque Blasco ten1a menos ideas que pasion rebelde.
De lo que resulta superior, en estas obras, la actitud particular, como afirmac16n individualista, a
todo programa de reorganizaci6n social. 0--de otro
modo--: la de Blasco, ni era una inteligencia filos6.fica ni una mente madura y tecnicrunente preparada-pese a sus mejores intenciones--pa3a el examen y el
remedio de los males de su patria.
A very damning indictment indeed!

However, Balseiro apparently

is the only critic who is willing to put himsel.f out on a limb
/-

in questioning Blasco Ibanez' s intelligence, mind and teclmical
preparedness.

Other critics confine themselves to criticizing the merit
of the novel itself.
poor.3.5

Keniston .finds it, as a novel, hopelessly

"Its anarchistic hero, Gabriel Luna, harangues against

Church and State through its long chapters with the facile
33Balseiro, .2.E.• ..£.!.!., p. 38.
34J:dem.

-

35Keniston, .2..12.•

~., book sup. p. 13.

-10-

volubility of a soap-box orator; there is much of Spanish history,
ecclesiastical and secular, much of social theory, but of the
real story, very little. 11 36
timent:

11

Romera-Navarro concurs in this sen-

Fatiga la lectura de dicha novela {1a catedral) por la

excesiva preponderancia de los elementos narrative y descriptivo
sobre el di~logo y la acci.6n.n37

w.

D. Howells' attitude toward these same long chapters

concerning Church and State is much more sympathetic.

He finds

a horrible logic of the anarchist's fate in the wonderful inquiry
into the nature of historical and actual Spain.38

11

The origins

of his people, the rise of monarchy on the ruins of the earlier
democratic form, and its consolidation by means of the inquisition
are visioned for those keen childish minds as we have never seen
them before, and the mysteries of Spanish greatness and weakness
are made open secrets.

This is the heart of the book. 11 39

Before commenting, the present writer returns to the
Aristotelian idea that art must give pleasure.
main purpose is to persuade his reading public.
not meet the Aristotelian standards of art.

Blasco

I

Iba~z's

In this he does

There is art in his

descriptions of the history of Spain, but I feel I must agree
with Cowper and Lister, who believe its real value is as a literary and political document which will repay reading.40

36-~eniston, .2£• ill•' p. 13.
37Romera-Navarro, .2.E.·

ill·,

p. 652.

38w. D. Howells, "Editor's Easy Chair, 11 Harper, Vol. 131
(November, 1915), p. 959.
39Ibid., p. 959.
40cowper and Lister, .2.E.•

.£f.:E., p. xii.

-11-

The characters, with the exception of Luna himself,
are secondary to Blasco Ibiin'ezts purpose.

Yet his portrayal

ot the residents of the cathedral and their connection with the
cathedral is one of the most powerful in the book.

Keniston

declares that the novel would be classified as a tract were it
not for its picture of the cathedral and its lay dependents.41

W. D. Howells is commendatory in his criticism of the portrayal
of these characters:
From the highest to the lowest their characters
are done with art • • • • The humanity of the whole
affair touches every sort and condition with the
intelligence that is only justice. From the cardinal
to the cobbler, every character is given a fair
chance with the reader, who, so far as he has the
mind and heart for so mup~ reality, lives with them
in the mighty cathedral.LI-'
Realism there is in abundance.

His picture of the cob-

bler's baby who starved at its mother's breast is stark in the
extreme.43

Sagrario, Gabriel's niece, who had left the shelter

of the cathedral to live with the man she loved, to become a
prostitute, and finally to return to the cathedral at the instigation of Gabriel, is described with sordid reali&n:
He remembered the pretty smiling face of former
years, and he looked almost with horror at the tarnished youth, haggard with prominent cheek-bones, of
the face before him. The eyes deep sunk in the sockets
without eyebrows or eyelashes, with the pupils still
beautiful, but dulled with a glassy opacity. Every- 44
thing about her revealed poverty and desolation. • • •
41Keniston, 2.l?..•

42Howells,

ill·,

p. 13.

.2£· cit., p. 960.

43v1cente Blasco

Ib~nez,

The Shadow of the Cathedral

(La catedral), trans. Mrs. W. A. Gillespie (New York: i. P. ITutton
& Co., 1919), pp. 28)-285.
44Ibid., p. 152.

-12His description of the cathedral itself is so detailed
that it might serve as a guide book for tourists.
In SUJ.Jlm.ary, I think the artistry of the boolr is, on the
whole, so deeply colored and flavored by propaganda motives that
its value as a work of art is greatly lessened.
I ,<"
The war novels are the third type of Blasco Ibanez•s

works which I shall consider.
paganda.

These, too, are tinged with pro-

The author is definitely pro-Ally in his sentiments.

Los cuatro ,jinetes del Apocalipsis (The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse) is representative of this group, with its viewpoint
that of land combat.
Reflections of different phases of the author's life
are found in this novel, too.

I_.

In 1908, Blasco Ibanez traveled

througl-i Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Chile on
tour.45

a

lecture

He later returned to Argentina to try his luck as a

colonizer, redeeming thousands of acres from their arid state
into a productive one.46

He established two colonies, which

wei-e successful until an economic crisis occurred in Argentina
in 1913.47

He returned to Europe and, siding whole-heartedly

with the French, composed countless articles of propaganda for
the Allies, and translated many others.48
The title of the book--The Four Horsemen of the
45sturgis E. Leavit~ (ed.), Introduction to Siete
cuentos de Vicente Blasco Ibanez, by Blasco Ibanez (New York:
Henry Holt and Co., 1928), p. x.

46Ibid.,

p. xi.

47rdem.

-

48Ibid., p. xii.

-13Apocalypse--is symbolic of the purpose of his work.
Walsh says that

11

Thomas

there is the thunder of these mighty hoofs

throughout the whole work • • • • n49 These horsemen are first
introduced by the Russian Tchernoff in Paris at the outbreak
of' the war:

11

And when the sun arises in a few hours, the world

will see coursing through its fields the four horseme:::-,, enemies
of mankind • • • • u50
The question comes, nwhat horsemen are these? 11 51
11

Those which go before the beast.u.5 2

11

What bes.st is that? 11 53

"That of the Apocalypse.n.54
The four hor•semen of' John's vision:

Plague, War, Hunger,

and Death, are riding down upon Humanity fleeing before them.55
The author's purpose is to show Humanity, under the brutal sweep
of the Four Horsemen, under the brutal sweep of war.
mistic in regard to it.

He is pessi-

At the end o.f' the bool{ we .f'ind Don Iiiar-

celo who, at the grave of his son, knew that

11

although the Beast

might be mutilated, it would come forth years afterward, as the

49Thomas Walsh, Review o:f The Four Horsemen, by Blasco
Ib~nez, Boolanan, Vol. 48 (November, 1918), p. 324 •
.50vicente Blasco Ib£nez, 'I'he Four Horsemen of tlf.e Apocalypse (Los cuatro ··inetes del Apocalipsi_?), trans. Charlotte
Brewster Jordon New York: E. ?. Dutton & Co., 1919) pp. 171-72 •
.5libid., p. 172.

52 Idem.

-

53rdem.

-

.54rdem.
55rdem.

-14eternal curse oi' 1.!anlcind. • • • n.56
Ii' this is his purpose, why does he not stick to it?

The critics have had difficulty in answering this question concerning the wandering or jumping around of his plot.

I

Federico de Onis asks,

says his plot is without distinction.57
11

.

Keniston

/

t.Por que el au.tor :na dedicado una parte tan grande de esta

novela, cuyo asunto capital parece ser la guerra, a contarnos
/

algo tan diferente y tan lejano como es la vida en la Republica

Argentina?u.58

His answer is involved and touched with propaganda:
/

/

Cuando Blasco Iba...'1:'ez escribia su novela aun
permanecfan neutrales los Estados Unidos y todos los
dem~s pueblos arnericanos; solo una adivinaci6n genial
pudo permitir al novelista bosquejar en el cuadro
limitado de sus pe1"'sonajes los sentimientos y fuerzos
espirituales que la guerra iba a despertar, como en
sus al::n~s, en el alma toda de A:m~rica, dando lugar al
hecho mas admirable, m~s decisivo, y de mas trancendencia historica de tod~ la guerra: la intervenci6n
de los Estados Unidos.~Y
Romera-Navarro offers a possible explanation.

11

Acaso

I

Blasco Ibanez estuviera componiendo su primera novela de asunto
hispac.oar:1ericano, la prirnera de la serie que proyectaba, cuando,
J

• /

I

teniendola ya muy avanzada, se le oc,J_rrio enlazarla con el tragico tema de actualidad. 11

60

He critici~es the .first part as

being too much a novel in itself and too long for an introduction.61

56Ibid.,

p.

481.

57v
• t on, .2.E.· il....•,
•t
p. 12 •
.u .. enis

58de Onls, .££• cit., p. x.

5 9~.,

pp. x-xi.

60R omera-Navarro, op. cit., p.

61 Idem.

-

654.

-15He adds that the first part is entirely lost from sight in the
second, but

11

no sin lbgica, sin embargo, puesto que en la gran

tragedia guerrera el hilo de la existencia privada se perdi6

ta.rnbi~n

de vista ante los intereses de humanidad.n 62

It is

impossible to ascertain the veracity of these conjectures.

The

fact remains that the plot is not well worked out.
/""'

Blasco Ibanez•s principal characters in Los cuatro
jinetes are, on the whole, weak.
characterization is weak. 63

11

Isaac Goldberg says that his

Nei ther of these [Julio and his

married sweetheart, about whom the story openfil is distinguished
for any depth of mind.

Yet the war suddenly makes self-sacri-

ficing models of them." 64 Could this be because
the~nselves,

11

the characters,

rather than acting against a background of war,

'.
,
• II,...J 65
"Gne
vas"G' mecnan:i.sm
66
finds the leading characters weak.
,oeca.me meI'e 1 y a ae
' t ai· 1

01"

Keniston also

Julio, meant to become the hero, is a weak, dissolute
young man who l::eeps a studio in whicl.1. he pretends to work in
order to lead the riotous life of a young Parisian, and later
to afford a meeting place for him and i\ilargueri te, his
mistress.

marr~ied

His o.nly accomplishrnent is his mastery of his native

Argentine tango, which is now Tithe thing 11 in Paris.

Eis mastery

of this also makes him acceptable to a great many women.
62'":)
]\f
homera-_,avarro,
.£.E· cit., p.

63Goldberg, .£.E• cit., p.

416.

64Idem.
65 Idem.

-

6°Keniston, ~P· .£.ll., p. 12.

654.

-16l'.'larguerite, his mistress, is waiting for her divorce
to go throug.11..

Her only thou©."1ts are of' her extremely expensive

clothes and of her lover.

This, then, is the stu.ff of which

Ib~nez makes his leading characters.

"The unhallowed love of

Julio and Marguerite is raised in the manner usual in l<,rench
and Spanish literature .from the plane of adultery to something
r.iore significant in morals; fliargueri te is discovered among the
narses at the hospital acting as nurse for a blind man, who
proves ta be the husband she has abandoned.

This is the goodbye

of the lovers; the hie;her duties have claimed both of tl'1em and
they can :;neet ~10 ;.ore on earth. 11

67

method of handling this situation:

Goldberg criticizes the
11

Such a transformation may

be true; in fa.ct, under the enormous stress of contempory warfare
it must have been true in countless instances.

Yet as a novel it

is not enough to state the conversion; it should have been prepared, hovrnver slightly. n68
Some of his minor characters are sketched with clarity,
11

like rough charcoal drawings in their startling reality. 11 69

For instance, there is Argensola, the poor hanger-on who continues his life of dissipation in Julio's deserted studio.
is the

11

Here

grimy faded aspect of' existence from which even the excuse

of youth has depa::eted and all manliness decayed. 11 70
The critics--Keniston, Walsh, Romera-Navarro--declare

67wv a i S h ,
68

OD•·

·t • , p •
£L

Goldberg, .2.E.· cit., p.

69~eniston, .£12.• cit., p. 13.
70 ,.
vv al sh , .2E. • cit • , p • 3 2 3 •

-17that the characterization o:f the Centaur, Madariaga, the old
ranchrnan-millionnaire, is graphic, vigorous, and codpelling-the finest in the entire book.

He

11

sums up in himselr so much

of the primitive South America..1 character that he must long
continue in our minds to be a primal type of his country. 11 71
Madariaga is, I think, the most vital character in the book.
1 .....

Blasco Ibanez's epic description is the real power and
appeal of the book.

11

The battle of the Marne is done in bril-

liant colors with a power of visualization of detail and a
1,.,
72
I
breadth of tone that only Blasco Ibanez possesses."
De Onis 1 s
criticism is perhaps the rn.ost outstanding (and is applied to
;.~are

Nostrum also):
I

• I

/

Blasco Ibai~ez vio y pinto con sus ojos mediterraneos el lado flsico de la guerra, dejrindonos una
implacable reprod1lcci6n fotogr~fica de sus escenas
de violencia, de dolor y de miseria; analiz6 con
intensidad apasionada el caracter moral de los ejerci tos combatientes; pero su mirada penetr6 m:::fs profundamente hasta encont~~r el sentido universal y
hwnano de la contienda. l J

We see the horror and desolation of the German invasion from
over the shoulder of Don Marcelo, old father of Julio, who
believes he should protect his treasures in his castle even in
the face of the

Ge~nan

invasion.

We see it all:

the unpitying

execution of the mayor and the priest of Villeblanche, the
systematic removal or destruction of the possessions in the
castle in which Don Marcelo forcibly entertains the German commandant, the outrages upon the women and children, and the

71 walsh, .2.E• cit., p. 323.
72K.. enis
• t on, ou. ~·,
·~ p. 13 •
73de

on£s,

.2.P.· cit., p. xi.

-18de s truction of the countryside by the invaders.74

It is not

pleasant reo.dL1g, but it surely shows a touch of genius.
He sometimes writes with a sympathy and pathos that
touches the heart, yet is free of sentimentality.

The two

sisters--one with German sympathies and the other with French-go together to the church to pray.

It is ironical to see the

two sisters kneeling togetl:rnr, each praying for the victory of
her ovm country and the safety of her own husband and family.
The most poignant scene of the entire

boo~

is the one

which finds old Don Marcelo and his wife at the grave of Julio,
who, in the end, died a hero in the service of his father's
country.

Their grief is echoed in these words which rise un-

bidden fro::n the :mother's heai>t:
to these lands?

11

0 Lord, why did we ever co::ne

Why did we not continue living in the land

where vre were born? 11 75
/

At the end, Ibanez gives us a moment o1"' hope for the
future when Chichi, their daughter, turns from the grave of her
brother to the arms of her husband and to the thought of her
unborn child. 76
Mai->e
books.

Nost~

also belongs to the third group--tI.1e war

It too is biased in favor of the Allies.

In this book,

the author did for the war on the sea what he did for it on
land in Los cuatro jinetes.

Mare

lfost~~,

like Los cuatro

jinetes, has an international a:nplitude not found in his

7~lasco Ibanez, rhe
pp. 293-351.
I

1

7.5ill£.,

P•

481.

76 Ibid., p. 482.

l~1 our

Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

-191
77
previous wor,:::s.

His purpose is to show us the war as it affects the
Mare Nostru..'11.

TD.is has a dual meaning.

christened his ship by that name.
11

Ferragut, tne hero,

It is also the Latin for

our sea, 11 the name by which the I/Iedi terranean was called by

many Latins.
Nostruri1s. n

Thus we see the effect of the war upon both

11

Iliai"e

This effect is brought about by the German U-Boats,

which the author vigorously attac:rn.
I ·t-.

Blasco Ibanez has been condemned for his lack of a
well-constructed plot.

Goldberg accuses him of a tendency to

spin out yarns of inordinate lene;th. 78

11

Mare Nostrlli'Il is filled

with a wealth of oceanographical lore, combined with snatches
of history that clearly do not belong. 11 79

Keniston finds it

seriously marred by interminable discourses on the mystery of
the

aquatic world.

11

It rn.ay be valuable for us all to fa.rnil-

iarlze ourselves with the submarine flora and fauna of the Mediterannean, as the author has done, bu·t it is really too much to
be entrusted twice in tne sa::ne book with the secret of the movements of the great ocean currents. 1180

Balseiro, too, speaks of
I'

an accUJ.nulation of data of an olor enciclopedico, without an
eva1·~1a.tion

of the vital parts er a recognition of the illegi-

timate. 81

11

Por falta de agudo discernimiento crf tico, no sabia

eliminar todo lo

in..~ecesario.

77Balseiro, .2.E· cit., p.
78 Goldberg,

J

I

I

Defecto que se acentuo, mas y mas,

54.

££· cit., p. l.µ.6.

79rdem.

8°Keniston, op. ~-, p. 13.
81
Balseiro, ££· cit., p. 55.

-20I

/

despues de conocer America. 11

82

One specific example is the aquarium scene in Naples.
I find that forty pages of intimate details of the animal life
of the Mediterranean is tiresome, to say the least. 83

It may

be a fitting background for Ferragut 1 s meeting with Freya, who
is in many ways like these cannibals of the sea, but their
meeting place does not rate forty pages of description so far
as I

a.~

concerned.
'~
Blasco Ibanez
made another long digression which none

of the criticisms which I have read, mentioned.

It is a sixty-

The Sin of lJlysses, 11 84

page chapter api:;ropriately entitled

11

most of which is devoted to el

erotico of Ulysses and

~

/

Freya, the German spy who persuades him to work for the Germans.

The reader is treated to a front-row seat in order to

observe the many ways in which she repeatedly seduces him.
Such w1'i ting with an emphasis on sex is co:m.:non a'llong many pre/

sent-day iuri ters--and is much worse than anything Blasco Ibanez
wrote--, but a criticism true of this type of modern novel is
also pertinent here:

Not:'ling is left to the L'llagination.

I

was at first disgusted, then thoroughly nauseated!
In direct contrast to this, some of his descriptions
ol"' the Mediterranean and its history aI'e beautiful.
says that

11

in its [the book 1 :il

Goldberg

interpretative description of

82 Balseiro, .2.£• cit., note 43, p. 71.
8 >-vicente Blasco Ib~nez, Mare lfostrun1, trans. Charlotte
Brewster Jordon (New York: E. P. Dutt'Oii & Co., 1919), pp. 154-190.

84.!!?.1.£. '

I.I .

pp • 2L+l-!-- 30 3 •
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the Mediterranean Sea as a background for the action, he has
written pases worthy of a Hugo, that part of the novel is epic
in its effect.n 8.5

Again, he speaks of the superlative beauty

of some of the passages devoted to the Mediterranean.

86

The

Triton, uncle of Ulysses, when Ulysses was young, told him in
detail the history of Mater Amphritrite, and showed him those
nysteries which he could find above and below wa·t;er along the
Valencian coast.

87

The characters of Mare Nostrum are vigorous characters.
The central character, Ulysses Fe:::'ragu.t,

do~:1ino..tes

the entire

book except when he, in turn, is dmllinated by .B,reya.

Ferragut,

a Spanish ship-owner, is persuaded to help the German cause by
carrying fuel to the German U-boats.
is broken

viole~'ltly

Freya's spell over him

when the U-boat for which i1e had furnished

fuel torpedoes the ship his son is on.

The horror of his own

part in his son's death causes him to become violently pro-Ally.
He devotes himself and his ship to the Allied cause until his

ship is destroyed by a German submarine, and he, too, perishes
in the waters of I.fare 2fostru,,:1.
?reya, the spy, is erratic, violent, and volLtptuous.
11

We should believe her an impossible creation of fancy had not

Za:m.acois told us that she and all the virile heroines who shoot

and bite in Blasco Ib~nez's works are memories of his intimacy

05Goldberg, .2.£• cit., p.

417.

86Idem.

87Blasco Ib~nez, Mare 1fostrun1, pp. 23-57.
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wi th a Russian actress. 1188
a movie "vampire. 118 9

Goldberg calls her melodramatic,

I .find a noticeable paztallel between her

and some of the inhabitants of the h'Iedi terranean of which Blasco
I

Ibanez writes at such length.

In the aquariu...'ll scene Freya re-

sembles some of the cannibalistic fish which attract other fish
to them by various means--attract them to their doom.

Her hold

on Ulysses reminds :;ne of the all-enveloping grasp of the arrns
of the octopus, which can be broken only by violent means.
The closing scene of the book is written with the
intensity, simplicity, and beauty of a master a1.. tist.

After

his ship has been torpedoed, Ulysses finds himself sinking.
Suddenly he felt a ce1•tain consciousness that
he was not alone, and he closed his eyes • • • • Yes,
somebody was near him. It was a woman! • • .
It was a woman white as the clouds, white as
the sail, white as the foa:::n. Her sea-green tresses
were adorned with pearls and phosphorescent corals;
her proud smile was that of a goddess, in keeping
with the majesty of her diade~.
She stretched her pearly arills around him,
pressing him close against her life-giving and
eternally virginal bosom. A dense and greenish
atmosphere was giving her whiteness a reflection
like that of the lig..'1.t of the caves of the sea. • • •
Her pale mouth then pressed against the
sailor's, making him feel as though all the light
of this white apparition had lique.fied and was
passing into his body by means of her impelling
kiss.
He could no longer see, he could no longer
speak. His eyes had closed, never to open again;
a bitter river of salt was flowing down his throat.

88

Keniston, .Q.E.• cit., p. 13.

89Goldberg, .2.E.•

ill·,

p. !µ6.

-23Nevertheless he continued looking at her,-more luminous, pressed closer and closer,--with
a sad expression of life in his glassy eyes • • • •
And thus he went down and down the infinite levels
of the abyss, inert, and without volition, while a
voice within him was crying, as though just recognizing her:
uAmphi trite 1 • •

Blasco

I

Iban~z

.A.In.phi trite 1u90

gave us his own method of writing in

these words:
Yo soy un impresionista y un intuitivo, por
lo mismo, esa lucha terrible entre el pensamiento
y la forma, de que tanto se lamen~an otros autores,
apenas existe para mi. Es cuestion de temperam.ento.
Yo creo que las obras de arte se ven instantaneamente, o no se ven nunca; si lo primero, el asunto
agarra con tal fuerza a mi imaginaci6n y me absorbe
y posee tan en absoluto, que, para descansar, necesito llevarlo al papel de un tir6n.91

This is, I think, true of his novels which I have
read.
ously.

He must have accepted or rejected ideas instantaneThat which he has accepted he tells quickly, with the

Is

dynamic force which is the projection of his personality.
that which he has accepted good?
again in his own words:

11

The most fitting answer is

Mi trabajo resulta semejante al del

torpedo que parte vertiginosamente:

unas veces toca en el

•
d en s i n exi
I •t o en e l vacio:
!
bl anco d esead o, o t ros se pier

pero

cuando estalla, lo hace con una brevedad instantanea y tumultuosa. "92
uI have returned, O Wise Man. 11
90Blasco

Ib~nez, Mare Nostrum, pp. 517-518.

9lBalseiro, .2.E.•

~., note 43, p. 71.

9 2.!!?.!£., p. 20. , (Quoted from "La vuel ta al mundo de un
novelista., n by Blasco Ibairez, Tomo I, p. 14.)

-2411

What did you find, my son?"

u I have seriously studied his worlrn, and what
the critics have written concerning his works. My
conclusion is that many times he told me things-often at great length; he very often attempted to
persuade me to accept his point of view; but also,
he many times nerely showed me--with vigor, or pathos,
or simplicity, or charm--and gave me pleasure. I
reel richly rewarded, O Wise Man. 11

-2.5-

APPENDIX
Translation of Spanish Text
wage 1, note 2.
• • • a Spanish region graced with the :::no st precious natural
gifts and worked by the deepest historical perturbations. 11
page 9, note 33.
is too much doctrine in it. 11

t 1There

Rage 9, note 34.
·
·1To be more exact it \Vould be: too much propaganda. Because
Blasco had fewer ideas than rebellious passion. From this,
the private attitude in these works, as an individualistic
affirmation to every program of social reorganization, becomes
superior. Or--in another way--the intelligence of Blasco was
neither a philosophic intelligence nor a mature and technically prepared mind--in spite of his best intentions--for the
exa.TUination and the remedy of the evils of his native country."
10, note 37.
'The reading of the said novel ~a catedraJ] fatigues by the
excessive preponderance of the narrative and descriptive elements over the dialogue and action. 11
~age

frage 14, note 58.
1Wby has the author dedicated such a large part of this novel,
whose principal subject matter seems to be the war, to telling
us something so different and so distant as is life in the
Argentine Republic?"
fiage 14, note 59..
1Vlhen Blasco Ib~nez was writing his novel,
the United States
and the other American countries still remained neutral, only
an intuitive perception could permit the novelist to sketch
in the linlited f'ra-nevrnrlI of his characters the sentiments and
spiritual forces that the war was going to awaken, as in their
souls, in the collective soul of America, making way for the
deed most admirable, most decisive, and of most historical
consequence of the whole war: the intervention of the United
States."
wage 14, note 60. I
Perhaps Blasco Ibanez was composing his first novel of
Spanish-American affairs, the first of a series that he was
planning whe~ having it already very advanced, it occurred
to him to tie it up with the tragic theme of the prese1nt time. 11

-26page 15, note 62 •
• • • but nnot without logic, nevertheless, since in the
great tragedy of war the thread of private existence was
also lost from view before the interests of humanity."
riage 17, n9te 73.
'Blasco Ibanez saw and painted with his Mediterranean eyes
the physical side of the war, leaving us a relentless photographic reproduction of its scenes of violence, of sorrow
and of misery; he analyzed with passionate intensity the
moral character of the combating armies; but his gaze penetrated more deeply until he found the universal and human
significance of the contest.u
pages 19-20, note 82 •
• • • "through lack of sharp critical discernment, he did not
know how to eliminate all that was unnecessary. This was a
defect that became increasingly worse after becoming acquainted with America. 11
Rage 23, note 91.
.
'I a.m an impressionist and an intuitionist, all the same,
that terrible struggle between thought and form, of which
other authors complain, hardly exists for me. It is a question of temperament. I believe that worlcs or art are seen
instantaneously, or they are never seen; i:f: the first, the
affair seizes my imagination with such .force and absorbs and
possesses me so absolutely, that, in order to rest, I need
to put it on paper all at once."

23, note 92.
My work closely resembles that of the torpedo that departs
dizzily: sometiffies it hits the desired target, at other it
is lost without success in vacancy: but when it explodes, it
does it with an instantaneous and tumultous brevity."
~age

-27-
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